
 

    

 

 

 
 
 

Narrative financial report of the year 2020 
 
 
ICP wants to support planting new intercultural churches across Europe. 
 
Expanding 

• In 2019 we started new partnership with Serenissima Italy, to support this Italian network to 
plant more intercultural churches. 

• We saw a steady growth in those places where we have networks. In the Netherlands and 
the UK, a couple of about 10 new churches we involved in the network. 

• We started strategizing for the season after COVID and started developing a plan for working 
with Alpha Courses that would grow into missional communities, to make churchplanting 
easier to start with and to multiply. 

• We started building on new relationships with people across Europe who are interested to 
join us in the new vision of planting churches through missional communities. 

• We started building new relationships with Alpha, DMM and others, as partners for the new 
strategy. 

• Due to COVID we were not able to travel, so we focused more on the time after COVID and 
strengthening and supporting existing churchplants. 

 
Equipping 

• We worked on meeting monthly with all catalysts in Italy, Netherlands, UK together.  

• We also invested a lot in personal chats with those catalysts and coaching them. 

• Through increased number of Zoom meetings many more people got training and coaching 
online. 

 
Establishing 

• We finalised our treasure chest and build many more materials to work with in the future 

• We were building on our financial foundation, since we realised, we needed more money 
and workers with the new vision. 

• Our back office has been built more strongly through Marjan Groenendijk. 

• The Songs2Serve branch has grown since we started to build a European team around 
Rieneke Visser. So, more songs became available, and the team is stronger than ever. 

• ICP EU has been preparing for a new season with a new office and new workers for 2021.  
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